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Aceh 340, 343; see also Alas; Gayo
adat (traditional customs) 17, 52, 361, 364, 400n10, 490
Adonare (Adonara) 352, 377, 379; 377
Akha 26, 26n, 52
Alas (ethnic group in Aceh) 340
Alor: kang-berka ('good-bad') as generic name for supernatural beings 133; plumes as roof finials 378; board finials replacing earlier plumes 378; altars 3, 4, 7, 29, 139, 155, 163, 166, 192, 205, 217, 228, 232, 368; and the mythic first house 208-9; as temporary seat of a spirit or deity 121; beauty of 140, 142, 180; compared with house or granary 481, 483, 517; comparable to tree 139; connected with house by a rope 287, 466; connected with large tree by a rope 60, 221, 465; connected with patient by a rope 154; of stone(s) 85; covered in winter with a roof 60; decorated (with leaves 60, 140; with textiles 142-3, 304); equipped with spirit ladder 15, 216, 220; erected in a field 169, 176; in sacred groves 72; in the interior of the house 272, 281, 284; movable, revolving 163, 411; mythic 147, 149; without leaf decoration when erected in sacred grove 181; orientation of 106; sometimes not well described 146; studies dealing with 139; superstructure comparable to a roof 15, 183; with betel palm inflorescence attached 74, 74; with lamak (Bali) 222, 226; with offerings on the top and on the ground 176, 180, 221; see also altars, forms and types; altars of various peoples or places; canopies; decoration; offering houses; offering posts; penjor; spirit ladders; tavu
altars, forms and types: made of reeds 145; rectangular 76, 140, 169; rectangular rack 60, 152; roofed 60, 204, 211, 236; roofed with coloured cloth 203; simple types 140; triangular, on one or three legs 66, 74, 168, 209; X-types and H-types 145; Y-types (with forked or funnel-shaped top) 44, 78, 153, 154, 186, 188-9; hanging altars 192, 202-3; suspended from the gable of a roof 450; see also altars; altars of various peoples or places
altars of various peoples or places: Atoni Meto 234, 234; Babar 226-7, 227; Bali 186, 188, 223-5, 170-5, 143, 186-8; Belu 234, 235; Bidayuh 218-19, 218; Buru 190, 192, 191; Halmahera 183, 184; Kai Archipelago 153-5, 220, 154-5, 191; Karo Batak 181, 220, 67-71, 73-4, 140, 145, 153, 167, 169, 181, 221, 345; Kayan 236-7, 237, 304; Manggarai 365-6; Minangkabau 169-70, 169; Minahasa 61; Nias 156; Oloh Ngaju 203-4, 204; Pandembanan (Toba) Batak 178-81, 216-17, 179-80, 217; Sa’dan Toraja 177, 184, 445, 519, 113, 140, 147, 161, 185, 483; Sakai of Riau 164-5, 192, 165, 192; Sipora 189, 189; Tanimbar 256-300, 305-9, 311-13, 274, 297, 301, 306-7, 312, 318; To Pamona 150-1, 188, 232, 148, 151, 153, 202, 233; Toba Batak 181, 214, 181; see also altars; altars, forms and types
Aluk to Dolo (ethnic religion of the Sa’dan Toraja) 112, 146; also called Alukta 146
Ambon 234, 458
ancestors, ancestor spirits: and origin
houses 264; appearing in animal form 137; in myths 111; as intermediaries to a higher god 123; attributed supernatural origin 112; deified 111, 117; dwelling on an island 275; dwelling on a mountain 115; said to dwell in the attic 101, 266, 374; founder-ancestors 128; see also ancestor houses; marapu, land of the dead
ancestor houses (ancestral houses, also called origin houses) 264-5, 374; visited by spirits for receiving offerings 266
Angerler, J. 12, 46, 47n, 49n, 80n, 84n, 85, 92, 216n
Angkola Batak 400
anthropology of architecture, architectural anthropology 2, 9
anthropology of space, spatial anthropology 8-9, 24, 122; landtaking rites as a subject of 9; spatial aspects of religions as a subject of 9
Arndt, P. 36, 38-9, 58, 126, 207, 208, 410
Atoni Meto (western Timor) 198, 234, 378-9
attic 157, 195, 197; as a place of offering 3, 7, 91, 164, 274-5, 279-80, 336, 351, 481; associated with spirits of the dead 330, 332; ancestor said to live in 101, 266, 374, 377; ancestor descending from 241, 358; as a sacred shrine to keep heirlooms 193, 198, 340, 463; of a mampu house 265-6; as a store room 190, 508; used as a granary and/or sleeping room 324; relation to granaries 327, 327, 509; with balcony 467-71
Atuf (culture hero of Tanimbar) 296, 310-11, 314-15, 317, 321, 322; and the inverted mango tree 309
Babar Archipelago 296; offering house 189, house type of 296, 299
bad death, hot death: spirit of person having died a bad death chosen as guardian spirit (Karo) 66, 134-5, 404
Baduy (ethnic group of West Java) 386, 386
Bali 15; altars and offering houses on 186, 188, 192; buta kala (earth spirits) 122; decorated altars 17; double orientation 107; Nusa Penida (clearing ritual on) 42-44; palm leaf decorations 205; timber orientation 244, 247-8, 350; see also altars; altars of various peoples or places; lamak, penjor
Barendregt, B. 98, 337-40, 338 n., 343, 385, 462-3, 465
barn, see granary
Bartlett, H. H. 66, 70, 135, 139, 178-81, 196-198, 216, 235, 408-9
base and tip, see timber orientation
Batak (North Sumatra), see Angkola Batak; Karo Batak; Mandailing Batak; Pakpak Batak; Pardembanan Batak; Simalungun Batak; Toba Batak
Batu Islands (south of Nias) 502, 502
beauty: due to decoration 141; of ivory bamboo 60; produced by woodcarving and workmanship 141; see also decoration
Besemah 53, 98; a land opening story from 53-5, Mt. Dempo 98; village shrines (langgar) 193-4, 194, 198; see also Besemah house
Besemah house 337-42, 350, 460-4, 338-9, 341-2, 461-4, 507; division of interior space and orientation of 463-4; compared with Malay house 340; Malay influences 340, 464, 466; principle rafters as spirit pathways 337, 343; house models 460n.; construction of projecting gables 460, 461n; rafters standing on suspended purlins 461; timber orientation in 337, 338, 342; special wall panel (removed in funeral rites 463, 465; its function in a marriage ritual 466); see also paga antu
betel palm inflorescence attached to Karo altars 74, 74; represented on the gable wall of the house 348, 349
Bidayuh 52, sacred groves of 60, 181-2; clearing ritual 218-19, 218, 426
bird(s): as forms of disembodied soul 4, 137, 138, 159, 165; as forms taken by god or spirit 51, 314, 376; associated with roof form 489, 491, 494, 494, 495; see also hornbill; bird figures
bird figures 156, 167; suspended above the entrance of a communal house 158; placed on roofs 208, 372, 375-6, 381, 383, 413; on top of a deer scull 158, 158, 159, 166; hanging on a roof’s gable 404, 450; bird and buffalo motifs in Sa’dan Toraja architecture 414, 488-9, 491-3; carved on sacred house post 319, 319; combined with figure of buffalo 493, 494, 519; as images of potential motion 413; movable 166, 168, 450; equivalent to bunches of leaves 160, 230; represented on roof finials 414, 418, 418; represented on ship figures of Dongson culture 230, 231; resembling roof form 493-4, 494; roof form associated with 493